
Selfie Tripod with a light
SKU: TESELFIERINGMINI

Tripod with an LED light for unlimited selfies and streaming even in the dark

TAKE PHOTOS AND VIDEOS WITH CONSISTENTLY GOOD EXPOSURE

The Selfie Tripod with a light from SBS is designed to facilitate and enhance selfies, video calls and live streaming  under
any conditions. Photos or videos will be properly illuminated even in closed spaces with little light, such as a room or other inside
space, or outdoors at night. By attaching your Android or Apple smartphone to the tripod, you'll have greater stability than on
any flat surface and avoid shaky or off-centre shots.

ADJUSTABLE LIGHT INTENSITY

You decide where and how much light you need. You can position the small integrated spotlight wherever you want. A button lets
you adjust the light intensity to three different levels. The swivel clamps and spotlight offer optimum convenience.

CARRY IT WITH YOU EVERYWHERE. EVEN IN YOUR HANDBAG

The Selfie Tripod with a light easily fits into a handbag or backpack. Its small size makes it perfect for taking on the road, making
shooting selfies or making video calls even easier and smoother.

EVEN WORKS REMOTELY

Inside the box, you'll find a convenient wireless remote control with a range of up to 10m. This allows you to take photos or
start videos without worrying about having to touch your smartphone.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES:



adjustable light intensity for maximum control over the required lighting
a wireless remote control with a range of up to 10m

WHAT'S INCLUDED:

the tripod with a light
a wireless remote control with battery included



Selfie Tripod with a light
SKU: TESELFIERINGMINI

Technical data
Legs length: 10 cm  
Maximum width: 85 mm  
Minimum width: 55 mm  
Battery size: 2xAAA (not included)  
Included accessories: Remote control  
EAN: 8018417329180  
SKU: TESELFIERINGMINI  
Weight: 30 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 45 mm  
Width Pack: 150 mm  
Depth Inner: 460 mm  
Height Pack: 240 mm  
Weight Pack: 176 g  
Width Inner: 160 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 480 mm  
Height Inner: 170 mm  
Weight Inner: 1225 g  
Width Master: 470 mm  
Amount Master: 36  
Height Master: 350 mm  
Weight Master: 8015 g  
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